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Las Vegas Strip 

"Casinos, Shopping and Much More"

The spectacular 'Strip' is synonymous with the City of Las Vegas, a world

unto itself where anything is possible. This stretch of South Las Vegas

Boulevard is bejeweled with luxury hotels the likes of which are found

nowhere else, entertainment venues that host some of the world's top

acts and attractions that run the gamut from the dancing fountains of the

Bellagio to the dazzling lights of the Fremont Street Experience. Here, it's

possible to enjoy a gondola ride down Venetian canals, tour the

Amazonian forests and admire the Eiffel Tower in a single day; a replica of

some of the world's wonders packed into a single street. The Strip's 30

odd casinos are a whirlwind of flashing lights where time holds no sway

and fortunes are won with the roll of a dice or the spin of a wheel. So

grand is the spectacle, that the Strip is clearly visible from the sky, its

glimmering facades, brilliant lights and distinctive architecture

unmistakable as anything else.

 +1 702 577 3564 (Tourist Information)  Las Vegas Boulevard South, From Russell Road to Sahara

Avenue, Las Vegas NV
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Commercial Center District 

"Unique Shopping"

For over fifty years the shops in the Commercial Center District have

provides visitors to Las Vegas quality products and cuisines from around

the world that cannot be found elsewhere in the city. Today, it is home to

over 150 shops and restaurants. The center is located one mile east of the

famous Las Vegas Strip.

 +1 702 737 3478  www.commercialcenterdis

trict.com/

 info@commercialcenterdist

rict.com

 953 East Sahara Avenue, Las

Vegas NV

Downtown Las Vegas 

"Viva Las Vegas!"

Las Vegas is known to be a city where the party never stops. Downtown

Las Vegas is full of swanky hotels, casinos, nightclubs, bars, skyscrapers,

and a number of famous tourist attractions and landmarks. Downtown is

known as a Central Business District with many commercial offices and

firms. The Fremont Street Experience is number one attraction with a

string of local casinos, nightly shows with more than 2 million lights,

special events and live concerts all providing the ultimate entertainment

experience. Downtown Las Vegas has also been a favorite television and

film locale with a number of productions like Diamonds Are Forever and

Honey I Blew Up The Kid having been shot here.

 +1 702 892 0711  Fremont Street & Las Vegas Boulevard, Las Vegas NV
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District at Green Valley Ranch 

"Very Suburban Indeed"

Somewhere in the nebulous area that's not quite Las Vegas, not quite

Henderson and not quite Green Valley...is, in fact, Green Valley. This is

where the people of Las Vegas live. Here, independent children's

secondhand stores and neighborhood florists are nearly overshadowed by

giants such as Burlington Coat Factory or Safeway. Somewhere in these

suburbs, a sense of community flourishes that is unlike anything in Las

Vegas or equally large city centers. They stand and chat at the cash

register for hours with their friends. They don't seem to have any desire to

return to the hectic, air-conditioned wonderland that is Central Las Vegas.

This is the beauty of District at Green Valley Ranch.

 +1 702 564 8595  shopthedistrictgvr.com/  2240 Village Walk Drive, Henderson

NV
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